English B2 - Vocabulary

01. People and Family

Presentation
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example

02. Places and Buildings

Presentation
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example

03. Education

Presentation
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example
04. Entertainment and free time

Presentation
  - Vocabulary presentation
  - Vocabulary pronunciation
  - Vocabulary crossing
  - Vocabulary write self test
  - Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
  - Spell the words correctly
  - Listen to the words and write them
  - Choose the correct word
  - Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
  - For each word or expression write an example

05. Sports and Hobbies

Presentation
  - Vocabulary presentation
  - Vocabulary pronunciation
  - Vocabulary crossing
  - Vocabulary write self test
  - Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
  - Spell the words correctly
  - Listen to the words and write them
  - Choose the correct word
  - Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
  - For each word or expression write an example

06. Travel, Tourism

Presentation
  - Vocabulary presentation
  - Vocabulary pronunciation
  - Vocabulary crossing
  - Vocabulary write self test
  - Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
  - Spell the words correctly
  - Listen to the words and write them
  - Choose the correct word
  - Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
  - For each word or expression write an example.
07. Weather and natural Disasters

**Presentation**
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

**Practice**
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example

08. Holidays

**Presentation**
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

**Practice**
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example

09. Food and health

**Presentation**
- Vocabulary presentation
- Vocabulary pronunciation
- Vocabulary crossing
- Vocabulary write self test
- Vocabulary pronunciation self test

**Practice**
- Spell the words correctly
- Listen to the words and write them
- Choose the correct word
- Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
- For each word or expression write an example
10. Animals

Presentation
Vocabulary presentation
Vocabulary pronunciation
Vocabulary crossing
Vocabulary write self test
Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
Spell the words correctly
Listen to the words and write them
Choose the correct word
Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
For each word or expression write an example

11. Work

Presentation
Vocabulary presentation
Vocabulary pronunciation
Vocabulary crossing
Vocabulary write self test
Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
Spell the words correctly
Listen to the words and write them
Choose the correct word
Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
For each word or expression write an example

12. Technology

Presentation
Vocabulary presentation
Vocabulary pronunciation
Vocabulary crossing
Vocabulary write self test
Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
Spell the words correctly
Listen to the words and write them
Choose the correct word
Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
For each word or expression write an example
13. The environment

Presentation
   Vocabulary presentation
   Vocabulary pronunciation
   Vocabulary crossing
   Vocabulary write self test
   Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
   Spell the words correctly
   Listen to the words and write them
   Choose the correct word
   Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
   For each word or expression write an example

14. Crime

Presentation
   Vocabulary presentation
   Vocabulary pronunciation
   Vocabulary crossing
   Vocabulary write self test
   Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
   Spell the words correctly
   Listen to the words and write them
   Choose the correct word
   Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
   For each word or expression write an example

15. The Arts

Presentation
   Vocabulary presentation
   Vocabulary pronunciation
   Vocabulary crossing
   Vocabulary write self test
   Vocabulary pronunciation self test

Practice
   Spell the words correctly
   Listen to the words and write them
   Choose the correct word
   Listen to the words/expressions. Say them in English and then check
   For each word or expression write an example
English B2 - Grammar

01. Nouns, Plurals, Quantifiers, Containers

Presentation
Countable Nouns - Video Lesson
Countable Nouns - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Regular Plural Nouns - Video Lesson
Regular Plural Nouns - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Irregular Nouns - Video Lesson
Irregular Nouns - Select the correct plural noun for each singular noun.
Uncountable Nouns - Video Lesson
Uncountable Nouns - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Compound Nouns - Video Lesson
Compound Nouns - Match the Compound Nouns combinations with their examples.
Quantifiers : Some, Any, No - Video Lesson
Quantifiers : Some, Any, No - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Quantifiers : All, Each, Every - Video Lesson
Quantifiers : All, Each, Every - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Quantifiers : Much, Many, A lot of/Lots of, Plenty of - Video Lesson
Quantifiers : Much, Many, A lot of/Lots of, Plenty of - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Quantifiers : Little / A little, Few / A few - Video Lesson
Quantifiers : Little / A little, Few / A few - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Containers - Video Lesson
Containers - Fill in the gaps with the words provided.
Containers - Match the containers with the appropriate nouns.

Practice
Listen and choose the correct answer. - Part 1
Listen and choose the correct answer. - Part 2
Choose the correct answer A or B.
Fill in the blanks in the table below
Put the words in the correct order, add the appropriate container each time and respond. - Part 1
Put the words in the correct order, add the appropriate container each time and respond. - Part 2

02. Articles

Presentation
Indefinite article - Video Lesson
Indefinite article - Read and complete the sentences using the missing words provided to make the rules.
Definite article - Video Lesson
Definite article - Read the sentences and complete the missing words to make the rules.
Zero article - Video Lesson
Zero article - Read the sentences and complete the missing words to make the rules.

Practice
Listen and choose the correct answer. - Part 1
Listen and choose the correct answer. - Part 2
Read the sentences and fill in the gaps using ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’ or the zero article. - Part 1
Read the sentences and fill in the gaps using ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’ or the zero article. - Part 2
Put the words in order, add the missing parts and the articles where needed and record yourself.
Expand the sentences in the order the words appear using the appropriate article where needed and respond.
03. Present Tenses

Presentation
Present Simple - Video Lesson
Present Simple - Fill in the gaps in the sentences below with the words provided to make the rules.
Present Simple : Time expressions - Video Lesson
Present Simple : Time expressions - Read the sentences and select the correct one.
Present continuous - Video Lesson
Present continuous - Match the rules with the correct examples.
Present continuous : Time expressions - Video Lesson
Present continuous : Time expressions - Decide if the sentences are Right or Wrong.
Stative Verbs - Video Lesson
Stative Verbs - Select the correct form of the verb (stative or not)
Present Perfect Simple - Video Lesson
Present Perfect Simple - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Present Perfect Simple : Time expressions - Video Lesson
Present Perfect Simple : Time expressions - Select the correct time expression
Have been, Have gone, Have been in - Video Lesson
Have been, Have gone, Have been in - Fill in the gaps.
Present Perfect Continuous - Video Lesson
Present Perfect Continuous - Match the rules with the correct examples.
Since, For, How Long - Video Lesson
Since, For, How Long - Select the correct time expression in the sentences.

Practice
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 1
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 2
Put the words in the correct order and record yourself.
Read the two options provided and repeat the one you think is correct.

04. Past Tenses

Presentation
Past Simple - Video Lesson
Past Simple - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Past Simple : Time expressions - Video Lesson.
Past Simple : Time expressions - Read the sentences and say whether they are Right or Wrong.
Past Continuous - Video Lesson
Past Continuous - Match the rules with the correct examples.
Past Continuous : Time expressions - Video lesson
Past Continuous : Time expressions - Decide if the sentences are Right or Wrong.
Past Perfect Simple - Video Lesson.
Past Perfect Simple - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Past Perfect Simple : Common time expressions - Video Lesson.
Past Perfect Simple : Common time expressions - Decide if the sentences are Right or Wrong.
Past Perfect Continuous - Video Lesson
Past Perfect Continuous - Match the rules with the correct examples.
Used to, Would, Be used to, Get used to - Video Lesson
Used to, Would, Be used to, Get used to - Read the sentences and choose the correct answer
Practice
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 1
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 2
Put the words in the correct order and respond.
Study each sentence and put the words in order adding what is missing. Then, record yourself.

05. Future Tenses

Presentation
Future Simple - Video Lesson.
Future Simple - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Shall - Video Lesson.
Shall - Read the sentences and say whether they are Right or Wrong.
Be going to - Video Lesson.
Be going to - Match the rules with the correct examples.
Future Continuous - Video Lesson.
Future Continuous - Fill in the gaps with the words provided to make the rules.
Future Continuous : Time expressions - Video Lesson.
Future Continuous : Time expressions - Decide if the sentences are R (Right) or Wrong.
Future Perfect Simple - Video Lesson.
Future Perfect Simple - Decide if the sentences are Right or Wrong.
Future Perfect Continuous - Video Lesson.
Future Perfect Continuous - Decide if the sentences are Right or Wrong.
Future Tenses : Time words NOT to use - Video Lesson.
Future Tenses : Time words NOT to use - Select the correct option.

Practice
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 1
Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 2
Put the words in order, make the necessary changes and record yourself. - Part 1
Put the words in order, make the necessary changes and record yourself. - Part 2

06. Clauses

Presentation
Relative clauses – Video Lesson
Relative clauses – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
Defining relative clauses – Video Lesson
Defining relative clauses – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
Non - defining relative clauses – Video Lesson
Non - defining relative clauses – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
Clauses of concession/contrast – Video Lesson
Clauses of concession/contrast – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
Clauses of result – Video Lesson
Clauses of result – Fill in the gaps with the words provided to complete the rules.
Clauses of purpose – Video Lesson
Clauses of purpose – Fill in the gaps with the words provided to complete the rules.
07. Adjectives and Adverbs, Comparisons and order

Presentation
- Adjectives – Video Lesson
- Adjectives – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Adverbs – Video Lesson
- Adverbs – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Adverb Formation – Video Lesson
- Adverb Formation – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Word order of adverbs of manner – place – time – Video Lesson
- Word order of adverbs of manner – place – time – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Comparisons – Video Lesson
- Comparisons – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Irregular adjectives – Video Lesson
- Irregular adjectives – Fill in the missing parts
- Types of Comparison – Video Lesson
- Types of Comparison – Match the headings with the examples.

Practice
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
- Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 1
- Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 2
- Put the words in the correct order and respond – Part 1
- Put the words in the correct order and respond – Part 2

08. Gerund and infinitive in all tenses

Presentation
- The tenses of the infinitive – Video Lesson
- The tenses of the infinitive – Match the tenses with the examples.
- The infinitive forms – Video Lesson
- The infinitive forms – Use the options provided to fill in the blanks
- The Full Infinitive – Video Lesson
- The Full Infinitive – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- The Bare Infinitive – Video Lesson
- The Bare Infinitive – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
- Gerund – Video Lesson
- Gerund – Use the words provided to fill in the blanks
09. Modals in all tenses

Practice
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
- Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 1
- Choose the correct option A or B to complete the sentences. - Part 2
- Put the words in the correct order to make sentences and respond – Part 1
- Put the words in the correct order to make sentences and respond – Part 2

Presentation
- Modal verbs – Video Lesson
- Modal verbs – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- General characteristics of the modals – Video Lesson
- General characteristics of the modals – Use the options provided to fill in the blanks
- Uses of Can – Video Lesson
- Uses of Can – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Could – Video Lesson
- Uses of Could – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of may – Video Lesson
- Uses of may – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Might – Video Lesson
- Uses of Might – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Must – Video Lesson
- Uses of Must – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Ought to – Video Lesson
- Uses of Ought to – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Shall – Video Lesson
- Uses of Shall – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Should – Video Lesson
- Uses of Should – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Will – Video Lesson
- Uses of Will – Match the examples with the uses provided
- Uses of Would – Video Lesson
- Uses of Would – Match the examples with the uses provided

Practice
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
- Re-write the sentences using the clues provided
- Re-write the sentences using the clues provided and the appropriate modal verb.
- Put the words in order to make sentences and respond – Part 1
- Put the words in order to make sentences and respond – Part 2
10. Passive voice

Presentation
- Passive voice form – Video Lesson
- Passive voice form – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- From Active to Passive voice – Video Lesson
- From Active to Passive voice – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- Changing sentences from the active into the passive voice – Video Lesson
- Changing sentences from the active into the passive voice – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- Passive voice with two objects – Video Lesson
- Passive voice with two objects – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- Passive voice (uses) – Video Lesson
- Passive voice (uses) – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided
- Be / Get with the passive voice – Video Lesson
- Be / Get with the passive voice – Fill in the gaps using the clues provided

Practice
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 1
- Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
- Put the words in the correct order to make sentences in the Passive Voice and respond – Part 1
- Put the words in the correct order to make sentences in the Passive Voice and respond – Part 2
- Rewrite the sentences using the clues provided in the parenthesis to fill in the gaps with the Active or the Passive Voice – Part 1
- Rewrite the sentences using the clues provided in the parenthesis to fill in the gaps with the Active or the Passive Voice – Part 2

11. The causative

Presentation
- The causative form – Video lesson
- The causative form – Exercise
- Uses of the causative – Video lesson
- Uses of the causative – Exercise

Practice
- Listening to my grammar – Part I
- Listening to my grammar – Part II
- Writing my grammar – Part I
- Writing my grammar – Part II
- Speaking my grammar – Part I
- Speaking my grammar – Part II
12. Conditionals

Presentation
- Introduction to Conditionals – Video lesson
- Introduction to Conditionals – Exercise
- Zero conditional – Video lesson
- Zero conditional – Exercise
- First conditional – Video lesson
- First conditional – Exercise
- Second conditional – Video lesson
- Second conditional – Exercise
- Third conditional – Video lesson
- Third conditional – Exercise
- Linking words in conditionals – Video lesson
- Linking words in conditionals – Exercise

Practice
- Listening to my grammar – Part I
- Listening to my grammar – Part II
- Writing my grammar – Part I
- Writing my grammar – Part II
- Speaking my grammar – Part I
- Speaking my grammar – Part II

13. Mixed conditionals (1+3, 3+2)

Presentation
- Introduction to mixed conditionals – Video lesson
- Introduction to mixed conditionals – Exercise
- First type of mixed conditionals – Video lesson
- First type of mixed conditionals – Exercise
- Second type of mixed conditionals – Video lesson
- Second type of mixed conditionals – Exercise

Practice
- Listening to my grammar – Part I
- Listening to my grammar – Part II
- Writing my grammar – Part I
- Writing my grammar – Part II
- Speaking my grammar – Part I
- Speaking my grammar – Part II
14. Reported Speech

Presentation
  Introduction. Video lesson
  Introduction. Exercise
  Tense changes. Video lesson
  Tense changes. Exercise
  Pronouns, words of time and place change. Video lesson.
  Pronouns, words of time and place change. Exercise
  Questions and commands in reported speech. Video lesson.
  Questions and commands in reported speech. Exercise.
  Wh and Yes - No Questions. Video lesson.
  Wh and Yes - No Questions. Exercise
  General truths in reported speech. Video lesson.
  General truths in reported speech. Exercise.
  The verb shall in reported speech. Video lesson.
  The verb shall in reported speech. Exercise.
  The word "that" in reported speech. Video lesson.
  The word "that" in reported speech. Exercise.

Practice
  Listen and choose the correct answer A or B.
  Listen and choose the correct answer A or B. - Part 2
  Complete the sentences using reported speech.
  Complete the sentences using reported speech - Part 2
  Listen, read and respond
  Listen, read and respond - Part 2
15. Unreal past, Wishes, Regrets, Would rather, Had better

Presentation
- Introduction to Unreal Past – Video lesson
- Introduction to Unreal Past – Exercise
- Unreal Past with the 2nd conditional – Video lesson
- Unreal Past with the 2nd conditional – Exercise
- Unreal Past with the word ‘supposing’ – Video lesson
- Unreal Past with the word ‘supposing’ – Exercise
- Unreal Past with the 3rd conditional – Video lesson
- Unreal Past with the 3rd conditional – Exercise
- Unreal Past with the phrase ‘would rather’ – Video lesson
- Unreal Past with the phrase ‘would rather’ – Exercise
- Unreal Past with other expressions – Video lesson
- Unreal Past with other expressions – Exercise
- Wishes/Regrets for a present or future situation – Video lesson
- Wishes/Regrets for a present or future situation – Exercise
- Wishes about the past – Video lesson
- Wishes about the past – Exercise
- Express a complaint or criticism – Video lesson
- Express a complaint or criticism – Exercise
- Talking about preferences – Video lesson
- Talking about preferences – Exercise

Practice
- Listening to my grammar – Part I
- Listening to my grammar – Part I
- Writing my grammar – Part I
- Writing my grammar – Part II
- Speaking my grammar – Part I
- Speaking my grammar – Part II
01. People and Family

Reading Activities
Read the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given
Read the text and select from the choices given to fill in the blanks. One sentence from the choices given will not be used.
Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false.
Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

02. Places and Buildings

Reading activities
Read the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given
Read the text and put the paragraphs in the correct order.
Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned.
Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

03. Education

Reading activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given.
Read the text and match the headings with the paragraphs.
Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned.
Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

04. Entertainment and free time

Reading activities
Read the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given.
Read the text and choose the correct answer.
Read the text and find a word or phrase which means ...
Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

05. Sports and Hobbies

Reading activities
Read the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given.
Read the text and put letters to order its parts.
Read the text and choose the correct answer.
Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.
06. Travel, Tourism

**Reading Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Arrange the places in the order in which they will be visited.
- Read the text and select the correct answers
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

07. Weather and natural Disasters

**Reading Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and select from the choices given to fill in the blanks. One sentence from the choices given will not be used.
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher

08. Holidays

**Reading Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and select from the choices given to fill in the blanks. One sentence from the choices given will not be used.
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher

09. Food and good health

**Reading Activities**
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and put the paragraphs in each suggestion in the correct order.
- Read the text and choose the correct answer
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

10. Animals

**Reading Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false.
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher
11. Work

Reading Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and select from the choices given to fill in the blanks
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

12. Technology

Reading Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Put the sentences in each paragraph in their correct order.
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

13. The environment

Reading Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text as fast as possible and tick the topics which are mentioned.
- Read the text and choose the correct answer.
- Read the text and find what the words mean in context.
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

14. Crime

Reading Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false
- Read the text and find a word or phrase which means ...
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.

15. The Arts

Reading Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Read the text and choose the correct answer.
- Read the text and decide if the statements are true or false
- Read the text and find a word or phrase which means ...
- Write a summary of the text and send it to your teacher.
English B2 - Listening

01. People and Family

Listening Activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Vocabulary crossing
Listen to the recording and choose the correct answer.
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

02. Places and Buildings

Listening Activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given
Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true or false.
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

03. Education

Listening Activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given.
Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true or false.
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

04. Entertainment and free time

Listening Activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given,
Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true or false.
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

05. Sports and Hobbies

Listening Activities
Learn the vocabulary given.
Crossing with the vocabulary given.
Listen to the recording and choose the correct answer.
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

06. Travel, Tourism

Listening Activities
Read the vocabulary given
Crossing with the vocabulary given
Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.
07. Weather and natural Disasters

**Listening Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and choose the correct answer
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

08. Holidays

**Listening Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

09. Food and Health

**Listening Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Read the vocabulary given - Crossing
- Listen to the recording and choose the correct answers.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

10. Animals

**Listening Activities**
- Read the vocabulary given
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true, false or not mentioned
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

11. Work

**Listening Activities**
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and choose the correct answer.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

12. Technology

**Listening Activities**
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true or false.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.
13. The environment

Listening Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true, false, or not mentioned.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

14. Crime

Listening Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and decide if the statements are true, false, or not mentioned.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.

15. The Arts

Listening Activities
- Learn the vocabulary given - Presentation
- Crossing with the vocabulary given
- Listen to the recording and choose the correct answer.
- Listen again and fill in the gaps with the words you hear.
English B2 - Writing

01. Describing people

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer from the options provided.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the two following compositions.

02. Describing buildings

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer from the options provided.
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer from the options provided.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the following compositions.
Study the expressions again. Then write one of the following compositions.

03. Describing objects

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer from the options provided.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the following compositions.

04. Describing festivals / events / celebrations

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer from the options provided.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the following compositions.

05. Informal letter giving news

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select if the statements are true or false.
Paragraph analysis. Select if the statements are true or false.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the following compositions.

06. Informal letter of invitation

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select if the statements are true or false.
Study the expressions offered. Then write one of the three following compositions.

07. First person narrative (adj and adv)

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer.
Study the lists of adjectives and adverbs offered. Then write one of the following compositions.

08. Third person narrative (adj and adv)

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer.
Study the lists of adjectives and adverbs offered. Then write one of the following compositions.
09. Informal letter of advice

Writing activities
Study the paragraph analysis and decide if the statements are True or False.
Study the expressions below. Then write one of the two following compositions.

10. Semi formal letter / email

Writing activities
Paragraph analysis. Select the correct answer.
Study expressions offered. Then write one of the following compositions.

11. Formal letter / email

Writing activities
Formal letter / email – Paragraph analysis
Write a formal letter / email – Useful phrases

12. Opinion giving composition

Writing activities
Opinion giving composition – Paragraph analysis
Write an opinion giving composition – Useful phrases

13. Solutions to problems

Writing activities
Solutions to problems – Paragraph analysis
Write a composition about solutions to problems – Useful phrases

14. Formal letter for information

Writing activities
Formal letters – Paragraph analysis
Write a formal letter – Useful phrases

15. About Books and films

Writing activities
Books and films – Paragraph analysis
Write a book or film review – Useful phrases